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iNtroductioN
There is growing evidence supporting the use of diffusion 
tensor imaging (DTI) in skeletal muscle. DTI measurements 
have been shown to be sensitive to muscle changes due to 
myositis,1–3 diabetes mellitus,4 muscle injury,5,6 exercise7–9 
and ageing.10 The majority of these studies use spin echo 
DTI; however there are advantages in using a stimulated echo 
acquisition mode (STEAM) approach. The STEAM prepara-
tion stores transverse magnetization along the longitudinal 
axis before recovering it after a given mixing time (TM) 
during which signal decay is governed by T1. This allows for 
long diffusion times without excessive loss of SNR due to T2 

decay.6,11 Additionally, the need for high amplitude gradi-
ents is reduced, decreasing induced eddy currents that can 
spatially distort images.12 Fat is suppressed during TM due 
to the short T1 of fat, including the olefinic fat peak, whose 
resonant frequency is close to that of water and is usually not 
suppressed by chemical-shift-selective fat suppression tech-
niques.13 This is particularly important in muscle imaging 
where fat signal can potentially confound quantitative 
measurements.14,15 Finally, a long TM allows a long diffusion 
time (TD), which may be necessary to ensure sensitivity to 
restricted diffusion in the muscle as the diameter of muscle 
fibres is relatively large (~50 µm).16
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objectives: To assess the test–retest variability of both 
diffusion parameters and fat fraction (FF) estimates 
in normal muscle, and to assess differences in normal 
values between muscles in the thigh.
Methods: 29 healthy volunteers (mean age 37 years, 
range 20–60 years, 17/29 males) completed the 
study. Magnetic resonance images of the mid-thigh 
were acquired using a stimulated echo acquisition 
mode-echoplanar imaging (STEAM-EPI) imaging 
sequence, to assess diffusion, and 2-point Dixon 
imaging, to assess FF. Imaging was repeated in 19 
participants after a 30 min interval in order to assess 
test–retest variability of the measurements.
results: Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) for 
test–retest variability were 0.99 [95% confidence 
interval, (CI): 0.98, 1] for FF, 0.94 (95% CI: 0.84, 0.97) 
for mean diffusivity and 0.89 (95% CI: 0.74, 0.96) 
for fractional anisotropy (FA). FF was higher in the 
hamstrings than the quadriceps by a mean differ-
ence of 1.81% (95% CI:1.63, 2.00)%, p < 0.001. Mean 

diffusivity was significantly lower in the hamstrings 
than the quadriceps (0.26 (0.13, 0.39) x10-3 mm2s−1, p < 
0.001) whereas fractional anisotropy was significantly 
higher in the hamstrings relative to the quadriceps 
with a mean difference of 0.063 (0.05, 0.07), p < 0.001.
conclusions: This study has shown excellent test-retest, 
variability in MR-based FF and diffusion measurements 
and demonstrated significant differences in these meas-
ures between hamstrings and quadriceps in the healthy 
thigh.
advances in knowledge: Test–retest variability is excel-
lent for STEAM-EPI diffusion and 2-point Dixon-based 
FF measurements in the healthy muscle. Inter- and intra-
observer variability were excellent for region of interest 
placement for STEAM-EPI diffusion and 2-point Dixon-
based FF measurements in the healthy muscle. There are 
significant differences in FF and diffusion measurements 
between the hamstrings and quadriceps in the normal 
muscle.
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A variety of factors can lead to errors in quantitative imaging 
measurements, including patient positioning and region of 
interest (ROI) placement. Such errors may mask subtle muscle 
changes in quantitative MR studies; therefore it is important to 
assess measurement variability. The existing literature evaluating 
variability of muscle DTI measurements is limited to small data-
sets (n < 10) using spin echo-based diffusion measurements.17–19 
As there are microstructure differences between muscles,20–22 
it is also important to quantify differences in diffusion parame-
ters between healthy muscles so that these can be accounted for 
when studying changes due to disease. Although these differ-
ences have been reported using spin echo DTI,23–25 they have 
not been previously reported using a STEAM technique in the 
normal thigh.

Muscle fat content is also an important factor in assessing muscle 
health. Fatty infiltration occurs in many pathological conditions 
affecting skeletal muscle and as part of the ageing process.10 Fat 
fraction (FF) measurements have been shown to be sensitive to 
muscle changes in response to exercise,26 muscular dystrophy,27,28 
and myositis.29 However, the existing test–retest variability data 
in the literature tends to be based on small study sizes.17,30,31

The aim of this study was to measure the interscan variability, 
as well as the inter- and intraobserver variability of muscle ROI 
placement, from STEAM-EPI DTI and 2-point Dixon based 
muscle FF measurements. In addition, the differences in diffu-
sion parameters and FF between healthy thigh muscles were 
assessed.

MethodS
Participants
This prospective study was conducted at the Leeds Teaching 
Hospitals NHS Trust between January 2015 and January 2017. 30 
healthy volunteers gave written, informed consent to take part in 
the study with approval of the National Research Ethics Service 
(14-LO-1785 and 17-EM-0079). The study was conducted 
according to the Declaration of Helsinki. Sample size was based 
on published rules of thumb recommending between 12 and 
30 participants per group of interest to estimate parameters 
for powering future clinical trials.32 Out of the 30 participants, 
19 agreed to return for a repeat scan to assess variability, with 
a randomly selected proportion also undergoing MR spectros-
copy (MRS). Exclusion criteria for healthy volunteers were age 
<18 years, contraindications to MRI, previous history of muscle 
disorder or arthritis, spinal disease and neuropathy.

MR measurements
Axial MR data were acquired using a MAGNETOM Verio 3T 
MR scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). Two 
small, four-channel, flex coils were wrapped around the right 
thigh and placed with the distal end of both coils positioned 4 
cm from the superior edge of the patella.

Fat quantitation was performed using a 40-slice, volume interpo-
lated breath-hold examination (VIBE), 2-point Dixon sequence: 
repetition time (TR) 11 ms, echo time (TE) 2.45 ms & 3.675 ms, 
slice thickness 5 mm, matrix 256 × 256, field of view (FOV) 300 

mm, acquisition time 1 min 47 s, flip angle 15°.17,28,33 2-point 
VIBE Dixon was selected because of its wide availability and 
well documented recent use in the muscle.26,29,33–38 Diffu-
sion-weighted images (DWI) were acquired using a STEAM 
prototype sequence with an echoplanar imaging (EPI) readout39 
with spectral adiabatic inversion recovery fat suppression: TR/
TE: 6300 ms/42.4 ms, slice thickness 5 mm, matrix 128 × 128, 
FOV 300 mm, partial Fourier 6/8, GRAPPA acceleration factor 2 
(24 reference lines), six diffusion directions, bandwidth 1448 Hz/
pixel, four slices, nominal b-values 0 & 500 s/mm2, eight averages 
per b-value. The TM, the time between the second and third 90° 
RF pulses, was 981 ms. The TD, the time between the start of 
two diffusion encoding gradients, was 1000 ms, acquisition time 
was 6 min 12 s. With the given TM, contributions from imaging 
gradients to the b-matrix are no longer negligible and have been 
considered in the diffusion tensor estimation.

To ensure that the imaging volume was positioned consis-
tently, the inferior edge of the VIBE Dixon volume was located 
at the insertion point of the distal rectus femoris muscle into 
the tendon. The diffusion acquisition slices were aligned with 
the central four slices of the VIBE Dixon volume. Participants 
returning for a second scan (visit 2) left the scanner room for 
thirty-minutes between scans. Participants did not undertake 
any activity during the 30 min intervals to avoid exercise-in-
duced physiological muscle changes.

To validate the Dixon fat measurements, single-voxel MR 
spectra were acquired on a subset of the recruited population. 
A 10×10×10 mm3 voxel was positioned in the vastus lateralis 
avoiding regions of vasculature or fascial fat. The acquisition 
employed a STEAM sequence with TR: 4000 ms, TE: 20 ms, 30 
ms, 40 ms, 50 ms and 70 ms, 1024 data points, bandwidth: 1500 
Hz and 24 averages.

Data analysis
Fat and water images were generated from the in- and out-of-
phase images using the scanner vendor’s software. B0 variations 
due to changes in magnetic susceptibility at tissue interfaces were 
corrected for using a phase-correction method.40 Differences in 
T1 between fat and water were corrected for using assumed values 
for water (T1w=1420 ms) and fat (T1f=371ms)41 as described by 
Liu at al..42 The FF was then calculated from the adjusted fat (Sf) 
and water (Sw) signals as follows:

 
fat fraction

(
FF

)
=

Sf
Sf+Sw

× 100%
 

Diffusion-weighted images (DWI) were converted to mean diffu-
sivity (MD), fractional anisotropy (FA) and diffusion eigenvalue 
(λ1, λ2, λ3) maps using the scanner vendor’s software.

ROIs were contoured by two raters (AG with 20 years of experi-
ence; MF with 1 year of experience) using Osirix imaging software 
(v. 4.0; open-source DICOM viewer, www. osirix- viewer. com). 
Regions depicting the individual hamstring muscles (semi-ten-
dinosus, semi-membranosus, biceps femoris) and quadriceps 
muscles (rectus femoris, vastus lateralis, vastus medialis and vastus 
intermedius) were drawn on the middle slice (slice 20) of the 
in-phase VIBE Dixon volume for each participant, avoiding fascial 

http://birpublications.org/bjr
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tissue and subcutaneous fat. The medial compartment of the thigh 
was not included as individual muscles in this compartment can 
be difficult to discriminate. To assess test–retest variability, the visit 
1 and visit 2 MRI data sets were contoured by the same researcher 
(AG). To assess inter-rater variability, the visit 1 MRI data sets were 
contoured by two researchers separately (AG and MF), blinded to 
each other’s ROIs. To assess intra-rater variability, the visit 1 MRI 
data sets were contoured twice by the same researcher (AG), with a 
6 month interval between contours. ROIs were copied to the corre-
sponding diffusion parameter maps, accounting for differences in 
image resolution, and the mean value within each ROI was taken 
(Figure 1).

To obtain FF measurements from the MRS data the acquired 
free-induction-decays were zero-filled (times 2) and line-broad-
ened using a Gaussian filter. After Fourier transformation, resulting 
spectra were baseline- and phase-corrected. The areas under the fat 
and water spectral peaks were measured by integrating between the 
0.5 to 3.5 ppm range for lipid and 3.6 to 5.8 ppm range for water. 
To correct for differences in T2 relaxation between water and fat, 
water T2 values were determined using the area under the water 
peak from spectra acquired with echo times of 20, 30, 40, 50 and 70 
ms and a mono-exponential fit was used to derive T2. Analogous 
T2 measurements for fat were unreliable because the fat peaks were 
too small. Therefore, an assumed T2 for lipid of 59.1 ms was used.28 
Finally, the FF was determined from the area under the peak 
values from the fat and water signals in the TE = 20 ms spectrum, 
corrected for T2 effects. Spectroscopy based FF measurements were 

compared against the imaging FF measurements taken from the 
vastus lateralis.

Statistical analyses
Offline image analysis was performed using MATLAB soft-
ware (R2018a, Mathworks, Nattick, MA). Statistical analyses 
were performed using SPSS (IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, 
v. 22.0. Armonk, NY: IBM Corp.). ICC and Bland–Altman plots 
were generated in MedCalc (MedCalc Software bvba, Ostend, 
Belgium; http://www. medcalc. org; 2017). ANOVA analysis was 
used to evaluate differences between individual muscles. A Green-
house–Geisser correction was used in cases where sphericity was 
violated, and the Bonferroni correction was used in post-hoc 
analyses. FF values were log-transformed to a normal distribu-
tion before statistical analysis. Agreement was measured using 
Bland–Altman plots. Variability was assessed using the intraclass 
correlation coefficient (ICC) using a two-way mixed model with 
absolute agreement. ICC values above 0.60 were classed as good 
and values above 0.75 as excellent variability between the two 
measurements.43 All data are presented as: mean (95% confidence 
interval), p-value, unless stated otherwise.

reSultS
Participants
30 healthy volunteers were recruited, (mean age 36.5 years, range 
20–60 years, 17/30 males) and 20 returned for a second scan to 
assess test–retest variability. Imaging data from one healthy volun-
teer was excluded due to misalignment between the fat and diffu-
sion image at acquisition. The remaining 29 healthy volunteers had 
a mean age of 37 years, range 20–60 years, 17/29 males. For test–re-
test variability, one participant declined a second scan leaving 19 
participants in the variability study (mean age 37, range 20–60 

Figure 1. Example images from a healthy volunteer showing 
VIBE Dixon (a) fat and (b) water images and STEAM diffusion 
maps (c) MD and (d) FA. Regions of interest (shown in yel-
low) were drawn corresponding to the individual muscles of 
the hamstrings and quadriceps. FA,fractional anisotropy; MD, 
mean diffusivity; STEAM, stimulated echo acquisition mode; 
VIBE, volume interpolated breath-hold examination.

Figure 2. Bland-Altman agreement plot showing the compari-
son of FF values measured by spectroscopic and Dixon imag-
ing techniques. FF, fat fraction; MRS, MR spectroscopy.

http://birpublications.org/bjr
http://www.medcalc.org
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years 11/19 males). The semimembranosus muscle was not visible 
on the relevant slice in three healthy volunteers, so this muscle did 
not contribute to the hamstring measurement in those participants.

Differences between muscles
The Bland–Altman plot (Figure 2) showed that imaging underesti-
mated FF relative to spectroscopy with a mean absolute FF bias of 

−0.91% (-4.4% to 2.6%). Mean values for FF and diffusion param-
eters for each muscle are shown in Table 1 and boxplots for the 
hamstrings and quadriceps muscle groups are shown in Figure 3. 
The FF in the hamstrings was approximately twice that in the quad-
riceps with a mean difference in FF between the two muscle groups 
of 1.81 (1.63, 2.00) %, p < 0.001). The MD was significantly lower 
in the hamstrings than in the quadriceps with a mean difference 

Table 1. Measured values (mean ± standard deviation) for individual muscles and muscle groups for FF, MD, FA and eigenvalue 
measurements

Muscle FF [%]
MD

[x10−3mm2s−1]
λ1

[x10−3mm2s−1]
λ2

[x10−3mm2s−1]
λ3

[x10−3mm2s−1] FA
Semi-Mem 4.02 ± 1.67 1.30 ± 0.06 1.91 ± 0.10 1.09 ± 0.07 0.90 ± 0.07 0.39 ± 0.04

Semi-Tend 4.34 ± 2.26 1.25 ± 0.05 1.92 ± 0.06 1.02 ± 0.08 0.82 ± 0.08 0.44 ± 0.05

Bic Fem 4.17 ± 1.63 1.29 ± 0.04 1.87 ± 0.06 1.08 ± 0.06 0.91 ± 0.06 0.38 ± 0.04

Hamstrings 4.21 ± 1.85 1.28 ± 0.04 1.90 ± 0.05 1.06 ± 0.06 0.87 ± 0.06 0.41 ± 0.04

Vast Med 2.07 ± 0.53 1.35 ± 0.05 1.87 ± 0.07 1.22 ± 0.07 0.96 ± 0.05 0.34 ± 0.03

Vast Int 2.43 ± 0.47 1.33 ± 0.06 1.86 ± 0.06 1.17 ± 0.09 0.96 ± 0.07 0.35 ± 0.04

Vast Lat 2.53 ± 0.61 1.30 ± 0.06 1.80 ± 0.07 1.12 ± 0.09 0.97 ± 0.07 0.33 ± 0.04

Rec Fem 1.80 ± 0.66 1.26 ± 0.05 1.77 ± 0.07 1.09 ± 0.06 0.90 ± 0.07 0.35 ± 0.04

Quadriceps 2.21 ± 0.48 1.31 ± 0.05 1.83 ± 0.07 1.15 ± 0.08 0.95 ± 0.06 0.34 ± 0.03

FA, fractional anisotropy; FF, fat fraction; MD, mean diffusivity.

Figure 3. Boxplots showing difference between hamstrings and quadriceps muscle groups in (a) fat fraction [%], (b) mean diffu-
sivity [x10−3mm2s−1], (c) fractional anisotropy, (d) λ1 [x10−3mm2s−1], (e) λ2 [x10−3mm2s−1], (f) λ3 [x 10−3mm2s−1].

http://birpublications.org/bjr
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of 0.26 (0.13, 0.39) x 10-3 mm2s−1, p < 0.001. The FA was signifi-
cantly higher in the hamstrings than the quadriceps with a mean 
difference of 0.063 (0.05, 0.07), p < 0.001. The diffusion eigenvalues 
showed that λ1 was significantly higher 0.076 (0.059, 0.092) x10-3 
mm2s−1, p < 0.001, and λ2 and λ3 were lower in the hamstrings rela-
tive to the quadriceps; 0.083 (0.064, 1.03) x 10-3 mm2s−1, p < 0.001 
and 0.068 (0.051, 0.085) x 10-3 mm2s−1, p < 0.001, respectively.

Boxplots for the individual muscles measured are shown in 
Figure 4. There were significant differences in FF between muscles 
(ANOVA p < 0.001). Pairwise post-hoc analysis showed that all 

significant differences were explained by the differences between 
the hamstrings and quadriceps groups. That is, any of the indi-
vidual muscles that make up the hamstrings had a significantly 
different FF to any of the muscles that make up the quadriceps but 
was not significantly different from any other muscles within the 
hamstrings, and vice-versa. Similarly, there were significant differ-
ences in FA between individual muscles (ANOVA: p < 0.001) and 
all significant differences in FA were explained by the difference 
between the hamstrings and quadriceps groups. There were also 
significant differences in individual muscles in MD (ANOVA: p 
< 0.001). However, with MD the differences between individual 
muscles were not so clearly separated. Similar values in MD were 
observed between some muscles in the quadriceps and hamstrings; 
e.g. vastus intermedius was not significantly different to semimem-
branosus or biceps femoris.

Variability
Figure 5 depicts the Bland–Altman agreement plots between visits. 
Variability was excellent with FF ICC: 0.99 (0.98, 1), mean bias 0.07 
(-0.24, 0.38)%, p < 0.05, MD ICC: 0.94 (0.84, 0.97), mean bias 0.02 
(-0.023, 0.026) x10−3mm2s−1, p < 0.05 and FA ICC: 0.89 (0.74, 0.96), 
mean bias 0.02 (-0.020, 0.025), p < 0.05). Test–retest variability 
analyses were also performed separately for the hamstrings and 
quadriceps muscle groups, and no substantial differences in vari-
ability were found (Table 2).

Figure  6 depicts the Bland–Altman agreement plots between 
different ROI raters. Variability was excellent with for FF ICC: 0.97 
(0.93, 0.99), mean bias −0.09 (-0.60, 0.42)%, p < 0.05, MD ICC: 
0.99 (0.97, 1), mean bias −0.013 (-0.017, 0.009) x10−3mm2s−1, p < 
0.05, FA 0.99 (0.98, 1), mean bias −0.001 (-0.010, 0.007), p < 0.05. 
Inter-rater variability analyses were also performed separately for 
the hamstrings and quadriceps muscle groups, and no substantial 
differences in variability were found (Table  2). Figure  7 depicts 
the Bland–Altman agreement plots between the same ROI rater 
with a 6 month interval between rating. Variability was excellent 
with for FF ICC: 0.99 (0.96, 1), mean bias 0.10 (-0.17, 0.36) %; p < 
0.05, MD ICC: 0.93 (0.85, 0.97), mean bias −0.003 (-0.035, 0.029) 
x10−3mm2s−1; p < 0.05 and FA ICC 0.99 (0.97, 0.99), mean bias 
−0.001 (-0.012, 0.009); p < 0.05. Intra–rater variability analyses 
were also performed separately for the hamstrings and quadriceps 
muscle groups, and no substantial differences in variability were 
found (Table 2). There were two visible outliers in the intraobserver 
variability data. On investigation, these were both consistent with 
discrepancies in the ROIs for vastus lateralis and vastus interme-
dius between contours.

diScuSSioN
This study has demonstrated excellent test–retest variability of 
STEAM DTI and FF measurements as well as excellent inter- and 
intraobserver variability for ROI drawing. The study shows signif-
icant differences in FF and DTI measurements between the quad-
riceps and hamstrings muscles, with the hamstrings exhibiting 
greater fat content, reduced MD and increased FA values.

Mean values (Table  1) agreed well with previous studies using 
similar techniques to measure FF33,34 and DTI values.44 There 
was good agreement between measured FF values obtained using 

Figure 4. Boxplots showing distribution of values for each 
individual muscle for (a) fat fraction [%], (b) mean diffusivity 
[x10−3mm2s−1], (c) fractional anisotropy, for the SM, ST, BF, VM, 
VI, VL and RF. RF,rectus femoris; SM, semi-membraneous;ST, 
semi-tendinosus; BF, bicepsfemoris; VM, vastus medialis; VI, 
vastus intermedius; VL,vastus lateralis.

Figure 5. Test–retest variability Bland–Altman agreement 
plots for FF, MD and FA. FA,fractional anisotropy; FF, fat frac-
tion; MD, mean diffusivity.

http://birpublications.org/bjr
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imaging and spectroscopy (Figure  2), which has been observed 
previously.28,34 Imaging slightly underestimated FF with a mean 
bias of 0.9% absolute FF, which was likely to be due to noise bias 
and the use of only a single spectral peak when quantifying the 
fat.35,45,46

Our test–retest variability scores for DTI values were high with ICC 
values of 0.94 & 0.89 for MD and FA respectively. In smaller studies 
using spin echo DTI Ponrartana et al47 reported ICCs of 0.88 for 
MD and 0.75 for FA in the lower leg, and Froeling et al19 reported 
ICCs of 0.89 for MD and 0.60 for FA in the forearm. For FF, our 
test–retest variability was 0.99 (0.98, 1), which again compares 
favourably with previous work, ICC 0.91.31 Our higher variability 
scores may be due to the short interval between visits (30 min) 
in our study compared to 1–2 weeks.19,31 Short-term factors such 
as exercise are known to affect DTI7,8 and FF.26 Our choice of a 
short between-scan interval minimized changes due to physiolog-
ical variations between tests providing a measure of variability of 
the system alone. However, researchers undertaking longitudinal 
studies should expect poorer variability in the measurements than 
those presented here due to physiological variation.

Mean biases and confidence intervals in our study were small; MD: 
0.02 (−0.023, 0.026) 0.03 × 10−3 mm2s−1, FA: 0.02 (-0.020, 0.025), 
FF: 0.07% (-0.24, 0.38) %. These results suggest that measured 

differences greater than MD: 0.03 × 10−3 mm2s−1, FA: 0.03 and 
FF: 0.4% should be detectable above system variability errors. The 
existing evidence shows that measurable changes due to diseases 
such as myositis1,3 and diabetes4,48 exceed these small variability 
biases, which suggests that diffusion and fat measurements should 
be reliably sensitive to changes due to disease in the muscle. This 
is an important early step in the validation of these measurements 
in muscle disease, as interest in these measurements as potential 
biomarkers for assessing muscle disease grows.

Our data showed that, in healthy volunteers, FF was higher in the 
hamstrings relative to the quadriceps, which is consistent with a 
previous study.49 This may be because the hamstrings have a greater 
number of Type-I muscle fibres,20 which have a higher lipid content 
than Type-II fibres.50 Our results showed significant differences in 
measured diffusion parameters between the hamstrings and quad-
riceps. For FA, this finding was consistent across the individual 
muscles that make up these groups, so that any individual muscle 
in the hamstrings was significantly different in value to any indi-
vidual muscle in the quadriceps and vice-versa. However, for MD 
this was not the case. This could imply that FA is more sensitive to 
the tissue microstructure differences between muscle groups than 
MD. The differences in diffusion parameters observed here are 
consistent with previous studies,17 and this observation has been 
interpreted in different ways. Higher MD in the quadriceps could 

Table 2. Variability ICC values for quadriceps, hamstrings and combined measures in both muscle groups

Test–retest FF MD FA λ1 λ 2 λ 3
Hamstrings 0.99

(0.96, 1)
0.92

(0.8, 0.97)
0.84

(0.63, 0.94)
0.72

(0.39, 0.89)
0.93

(0.83, 0.97)
0.85

(0.64, 0.94)

Quadriceps 0.98
(0.94, 0.99)

0.88
(0.70, 0.95)

0.88
(0.71, 0.95)

0.73
(0.40, 0.89)

0.94
(0.84, 0.98)

0.85
(0.64, 0.94)

Both 0.99
(0.98, 1)

0.94
(0.84, 0.97)

0.89
(0.74, 0.96)

0.85
(0.64, 0.94)

0.96
(0.89, 0.98)

0.88
(0.71, 0.95)

Mean bias 0.07
(−0.24, 0.38)

0.02
(−0.023, 0.026)

0.02
(−0.020, 0.025)

0.07
(−0.03, 0.04)

0.00
(−0.03, 0.03)

−0.02
(−0.04, 0.04)

Inter rater

Hamstrings 0.96
(0.91, 0.99)

0.96
(0.90, 0.98)

0.98
(0.96, 1)

0.90
(0.76, 0.96)

0.99
(0.97, 1)

1
(0.98, 1)

Quadriceps 0.99
(0.98, 1)

1
(0.99, 1)

0.99
(0.98, 1)

1
(0.99, 1)

1
(0.99, 1)

0.98
(0.96, 0.99)

Both 0.97
(0.93, 0.99)

0.99
(0.97,1)

0.99
(0.98, 1)

0.98
(0.95,0.99)

1
(0.99,1)

0.99
(0.98, 1)

Mean bias −0.09
(−0.60, 0.42)

−0.013
(−0.010, 0.007)

−0.001
(−0.010, 0.007

−0.005
(−0.03, 0.02)

−0.001
(−0.01, 0.01)

0.00
(−0.01, 0.01)

Intra-rater

Hamstrings 0.99
(0.94, 1)

0.94
(0.84, 0.98)

0.99
(0.98, 1)

0.90
(0.76, 0.96)

0.98
(0.95, 0.99)

0.98
(0.95, 0.99)

Quadriceps 0.99
(0.98, 1)

0.88
(0.72, 0.96)

0.96
(0.90, 0.98)

0.90
(0.76, 0.96)

0.96
(0.90, 0.98)

0.98
(0.95, 0.99)

Both 0.99
(0.96, 1)

0.93
(0.85, 0.97)

0.99
(0.97, 0.99)

0.64
(0.29, 0.84)

0.98
(0.96, 0.99)

0.99
(0.98, 1)

Mean bias 0.10
(−0.17, 0.36)

−0.003
(−0.035, 0.029)

−0.001
(−0.012, 0.009)

0.01
(−0.16, 0.18)

−0.001
(−0.02, 0.02)

−0.001
(−0.01, 0.01)

FA, fractional anisotropy; FF, fat fraction; ICC, intraclass correlation coefficient; MD, mean diffusivity.
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be due to greater relative hydration (extracellular water) in these 
muscles,25 whilst differences in FA could be due to differences in 
the uniformity of fibre tracks.51 Alternatively, anatomical studies 
report a higher density of Type-I fibres in the hamstrings than the 
quadriceps,20 so the reduced λ2 and λ3 and increased FA values that 
we have observed in the hamstrings could reflect the denser micro-
structure in type I fibres.22 The presence of fat is known to decrease 
MD measurements; however this is unlikely to be the reason we 
observed reduced MD in the hamstrings. The FF required to 
induce inaccuracies in diffusion measurements are estimated to be 
around 24%,15 whereas the muscle FF in our study were below this 
(<10%). Furthermore, the use of STEAM with a long TM provides 
additional suppression of the olefinic fat peak so the limitations 
of spectral adiabatic inversion recovery-only fat suppression are 
addressed. Clinically, the fact that both FF and diffusion measure-
ments differ between muscles is important. Firstly, it highlights 
the fact that these measures are sensitive to subtle differences 
between muscles that are not detectable visually from standard MR 
images. These differences may be of interest in studying healthy 
and diseased muscles. Secondly, researchers using these measures 
to investigate muscle disease should take these differences into 
account in their measurements so that their findings are not biased 
by normal differences between muscles.

Our study was subject to a number of limitations. The lack of a 
body composition score, such as body mass index, in our inclusion 

criteria is a limitation of our study. However body mass index 
is limited as a measure of obesity and frailty and so participant 
exclusion based on this criterion might also have biased the 
results by incorrectly classifying healthy participants as obese.52,53 
Analysis of FF and the diffusion data was only made on a single 
slice, raising the possibility of sampling variation if the muscle is 
inhomogeneous.54 The 2-point Dixon imaging technique did not 
correct for T2* effects, eddy currents, noise-related bias, or the 
spectral complexity of fat. However, multiple studies have failed 
to show that the errors inherent to 2-point Dixon confound fat 
measurements in muscle in either ex-vivo or in-vivo analysis.33–35 
Furthermore, two point Dixon correlates strongly with confound-
er-corrected fat quantitation methods and with spectroscopy.34,35 
Therefore, although improved accuracy in FF measurements 
could have been achieved using confounder corrected fat quan-
titation methods, there is no evidence to suggest that the relative 
differences in FF observed in this study were not related to genuine 
differences in muscle fat.

coNcluSioN
This study has shown excellent test–retest variability in 
MR-based FF and STEAM-based diffusion measurements as well 
as demonstrating significant differences between the hamstrings 
and quadriceps with these measures in the healthy thigh.

Figure 6. Inter-rater variability Bland–Altman agreement plots 
for FF, MD and FA. FA, fractional anisotropy; ICC, intraclass 
correlation coefficient; MD, mean diffusivity.

Figure 7. Intra-rater variability Bland–Altman agreement plots 
for FF, MD and FA. FA, fractional anisotropy; FF, fat fraction; 
ICC, intraclass correlation coefficient; MD, mean diffusivity.
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